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Why do I say this?
Not because I hate MARC, but because I think our needs have changed in ways that are
difficult or impossible for MARC to fulfill. This was true even before RDA, but the conflict
between the aspirations of RDA and the limitations of MARC may finally tip the balance
in favor of changing data formats despite the inevitable pain and cost.
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MARC was a brilliant, visionary solution in its day, but it was conceived in different times
when the limits of what technology could do were much more confining. MARC was
designed for an environment where data storage was very, very expensive and data was
read linearly from tapes.
In the 1960s our purposes for computerized catalog data were very different. MARC was
designed to print cards not to be a searchable format for end users. Henriette Avram had
the foresight to include a limited amount of machine-friendly data in the form of fixed
fields, but most of the data in the MARC record is not designed for direct comprehension
by a computer. Jason Thomale had a nice article in the Code4Lib Journal about the
distinction between the kind of textual mark-up of catalog cards that he sees MARC
doing and real computerized bibliographic data.

To stick with MARC and its constraints in 2011 is like trying to fight with both hands tied
behind our backs.
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That said, I do think MARC is sometimes unfairly maligned.
People complain that MARC cannot be manipulated with general purpose editing tools.
It is true that the MARC format is used only by a very narrow group of organizations and
there are few tools for manipulating it directly. But we have MARCXML and it's easy
enough to convert MARC to MARCXML and have access to all those XML tools, at least
as long as you don't have bad MARC data. Since MARCXML is a round-trippable
conversion, it's not hard to convert data back to MARC.
People also complain about the arcane numbering, indicators and subfields and say it's
not easy to learn to speak MARC. As a cataloger, I find MARC to be a convenient
shorthand, but there was a time when I, too, found it impenetrable.

However, I don't see that it would be that hard to make a crosswalk from MARCXML to
something with English language labels that a programmer could work with and then
transform back into MARCXML. This doesn't really solve the underlying problem of
communicating the constraints and culture around the meaning of the MARC tags to
outsiders, but it solves the simpler problem of having to remember what the field
numbers and subfield tags label in a basic sense.
However, there is an important way in which MARC's field and subfield system does hold
it back. In library school, I learned about Dewey and the procrustean ten where
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everything had to fit into ten categories even if more or less would have been better.
MARC's system of fields and subfields has a similar limitation in that there are only so
many available for use. In some places, such as the 245 field, we have maxed out the
available subfields and can't fit anything else in. Or sometimes there aren't gaps left
where it’s possible to fit a new field in in a logical order.
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However, I think the XML and numbering complaints are red herrings and the most
insurmountable trouble with MARC is structural. I’d like to talk about a couple of those
limitations in the context of what RDA is trying to do.
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RDA defines individual data elements that are supposed to be independent of storage or
display formats. RDA also tries to define atomistic elements, where each element
contains only one type of information, rather than a conflation of different things, as is
found in many MARC subfields. Just think about how many types of information can
occur in 245 $c. Many of these elements have controlled vocabulary lists associated with
them. It is hoped that these data elements will produce data that is in a form that
computers can interpret and use to provide new and powerful services to help our users
navigate the bibliographic universe.
Some people seem to have the impression that creating data that is machine-actionable
is mutually exclusive with creating human-readable data. Nothing could be further from
the truth. The whole point of creating data that is formatted so that a computer can use
it is to be able to develop value-added ways of accessing and using bibliographic data for
human consumption. The ultimate end is always helping human users, either directly or
by making the behind-the-scenes work easier so we can do more with less time and
money.
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How easy is it to get discrete, machine-actionable data elements out of existing MARC
records right now? In many cases, not all that easy.
I have been an active member of the A/V catalogers' group Online Audiovisual
Catalogers, better known as OLAC, for many years. OLAC had a project related to
improving access to moving images by taking advantage of the FRBR model. As part of
this project, we investigated how easy it would be to automatically extract machinecomprehensible data for a sampling of moving image characteristics from existing MARC
records. The results were written up in the Code4Lib Journal and in a somewhat fuller
form on the OLAC website, but right now I just want to look at a single example from
that project.
One of the things that we tried to identify is whether a video is widescreen or full screen.
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Since this information is only recorded in free text fields in the MARC record, first we had
to come up with a list of variant forms and spellings to look for, such as those listed on
this slide.
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Then we had to come up with a list of fields in which these terms were likely to occur.
We anticipated 250, 538, 500 and 505.
An analysis of the data after the fact revealed that widescreen also sometimes occurs in
series statements in 440 or 830.
We also encountered some statements that, although clear to the human reader, were
misinterpreted by the computer.
For example, one record had a statement in a 500 note field that it included a
“widescreen to fullscreen comparison.” This led our program to conclude that the DVD
included both versions, which does happen. However, in this case, the complete film was
presented only in widescreen and this note refers to a special feature.
This process is not all that straightforward and this is just one minor element that occurs
in a single format. Multiply that by all the types of information for which we'd like to
have computer-comprehensible data and you begin to see the problem.
Sure, we could change the way we record data in MARC to more clearly define individual
pieces of data. In fact, there's a MARBI discussion paper right now proposing to add new
MARC fields and subfields to separately record carrier attributes
(http://www.loc.gov/marc/marbi/2011/2011-dp04.html). Carrier attributes are a bunch
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of disparate things that currently go in the physical description in 300$b or in notes in
undifferentiated form. For example, the base material on which pictures are mounted
and DVD region codes are carrier attributes in RDA. However, to do this sort of thing
comprehensively and effectively would be a big change from the way we do things now
and if we're going to make that much effort, we might as well start over with another,
more modern data format.
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This doesn't mean that data couldn't be put back together again in a traditional display.
Recording data as discrete elements gives us much more flexibility in designing displays
of all sorts. In this example, if each of the differently-colored data types were a different
element, it would be much easier to customize displays. We could then share cataloging
data more easily in spite of our varying display preferences.
It’s easier to generate human-comprehensible data from machine-comprehensible data
than the other way around.
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This doesn’t mean everything can be crammed into pull-down lists or that there is no
place for free text. We still need transcribed data in some fields. This example shows
how the Internet Movie Database displays a transcribed name from the title frames
(Larry Fishburne in red) next to their authorized form of Laurence Fishburne. Some types
of data, such as summaries and contents notes, do not reduce to controlled vocabulary.
We will also still need notes to provide additional information about things that are
captured by controlled vocabularies, as well as the inevitable things that don’t fit into
the existing category scheme very well.
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RDA is also trying to follow the FRBR model and record relationships between different
pieces of bibliographic information more effectively in a way that computers can use.
Unfortunately, it's not easy to represent relationships and hierarchies in MARC.
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MARC wasn’t designed to support machine-readable links between records, although
there are a few isolated options for creating these links.
For example some of the 7xx linking fields include subfields that contain the control
number of a related record, although few systems seem to take advantage of these links
The Germans have introduced $0 for identifiers for some controlled fields in MARC21. $0
links to authority records. This solution is not usable in all situations, such as if you
needed to identify two different pieces of information in a single field.
There's yet another discussion paper at MARBI this conference about how to implement
FRBR work and expression records in MARC, which suggests that this isn’t a
straightforward process.
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There is also no easy way to represent relationships or hierarchies within a single MARC
record. It is not uncommon to have more than one work on a single bibliographic record.
In this situation, there may be pieces of information about a given work scattered
throughout various fields with no explicit, machine-comprehensible connections among
them.
I think of this as the Humpty Dumpty problem. All the pieces might be there, but all the
computers in the world can't put them back together again. This problem occurs with
DVDs and many types of records, but is particularly acute for musical recordings.
There is one option currently in MARC for linking fields within a single record. Many of
you might not know this, but the MARC bibliographic record has a $8, which can be used
to link whole fields. However, $8 is not supported by any systems that I know of nor does
it seem to be widely used.
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Here’s a somewhat random sample that shows in red the information related to the first
musical piece. If you assume that everything is in the same sequential order, you might
be able to parse some of it. However, I doubt you can count on that and I think it would
be pretty challenging to get the computer to understand what respectively means in this
518 field. In many cases, even if everything is spelled right and punctuated correctly,
there's still no way for the computer to connect all the dots
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Why do we want to be able to do this? What's the point of showing more relationships
and providing discrete data elements, and doing both in a machine-actionable form?
I'd like to talk a little bit about a project that is close to my heart and that I think
demonstrates the potential of having machine-actionable data and using the FRBR
model as a framework. OLAC recently sponsored the development of a prototype
discovery interface for moving images that uses both of these concepts.
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Keep in mind that this is a prototype designed to demonstrate a concept and includes a
limited number of records and fields. The interface uses FRBR as an organizing principle
and facets based on machine-actionable data to enable users to explore and navigate.
Here are some facets for movies or works with horror selected.
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Here are some facets for what we're calling versions that include information from FRBR
expressions, manifestations and items. Users can limit to items available at their local
library in their preferred format with language options that make sense for them.
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Here is an example result set. The display is focused on the movie or work and offers a
number of fulfillment options below.
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The interface allows users to do all kinds of slicing and dicing of the data that aren’t
possible with MARC records. For example, once the user has picked horror, he or she can
get an alphabetical list of horror directors in the database. You could create many
different views of the data, such as a list of directors of horror comedies or 1930s horror
films. Unlike a typical library catalog browse list, there are no cross-references in the
demo, but that is fixable.
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However, even if we agree that we need to change our data format and agree on the
general direction that we need to go, many challenges remain.
Development is a challenge.
Let's start with money. Who is going to pay for this? The library world always seems to
be underfunded and the situation is not improving. RDA, whatever you think of it, cost a
lot of money. RDA was financed by the major Anglo-American national libraries and
library organizations. They want a return on their investment so RDA is locked down
behind a pricey subscription pay wall. It’s out of reach of many of its potential users.
MARC21 has always been a freely-available standard and it’s hard to imagine that the
vision that we have of a brave new data format will work if that new data standard, too,
is not out there for all interested parties to use. The Library of Congress has bankrolled
MARC21, but do they have the resources and political will to pay for what comes next?
Who is going to do all this work, especially with little or no pay? RDA was developed with
a great deal more transparency and stakeholder input than any previous cataloging
standard. This was wonderful in many ways, but I wonder if there is a cost to losing the
focused vision you get when a single person or a few individuals create something. In the
end, many things in RDA seem to be the result of compromises among competing
interests, which has left a standard that satisfies nobody.
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Some have suggested that more people should be involved in this conversation than just
the traditional library and MARBI stakeholders. Who needs or wants input into this
discussion?
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There are also challenges for implementation
I sometimes think that the reasons we’re still using MARC in 2011 have much in common
with why the banking world was still using software that was jerry-rigged on top of code
written in the 1960s in the late nineties. The banking system was complicated,
interconnected, and relied on by a diverse group of users who would have to transition
in unison so it took a powerful outside force like Y2K for the benefits of getting rid of
that old code to outweigh the costs and inertia. The library world needs its own Y2K
There are a lot of interlocking pieces of the library world that rely on MARC. How do we
shift all those pieces to a new format, especially since it is unlikely that all organizations
will transition at the same time?

If development of a new standard will cost money, implementation will cost far more.
Just think of all the applications that will have to be updated and all the people who will
have to be trained.
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